As one of the world’s leading aviation training companies. FlightSafety International
understands the hurdles pilots face in achieving their Airline Transport Pilot certification
without having to pay for additional training after completing their Commercial Pilot
license. Pilot Career Achievement Strategy has been developed by FlightSafety
Academy as a unique career investment opportunity for US pilots to qualify for the ATP
License. PCAS participants can receive No-Charge training for CFI, CFII, and MEI
certifications, secure paid employment as an Academy Instructor Pilot to build the
required flight experience, and have the opportunity to receive one or more No-Charge
Jet Type rating training courses.
As a US pilot holding FAA Commercial Pilot Certification with Instrument privileges, we
invite you to apply for the Academy’s PCAS. Once accepted, you will complete CFI
training and standardization, begin the two year Paid tenure as a professional Academy
Flight Instructor, and complete no charge CFII and MEI training during the two year
employment commitment. PCAS Instructors are eligible for Instructor Rewards Points
and FlightSafety’s Business Jet Direct.
Upon completion of the two year paid tenure, PCAS Instructor Pilots may redeem their
Instructor Rewards Points for no charge type rating training in one of twenty aircraft
models offered at participating FlightSafety Learning Centers. FlightSafety’s Business
Jet Direct provides an opportunity for corporate minded pilots to receive no charge
business jet type rating training, work at one of our Learning Centers as a paid, training
seat-support pilot, and gain valuable networking opportunities with FlightSafety
International’s corporate customer pilots and aviation directors.
Regardless of the career goal, after graduation from PCAS, each pilot will have logged
adequate flight hours to qualify for the FAA Airline Transport Pilot License, have had the
opportunity to earn at least one Jet Type Rating, and be in a most enviable position as a
graduate of the Academy’s instructor corps.
For more information please contact us at:
FlightSafety Academy
Toll Free: 800.800.1411
cfiemployment@flightsafety.com
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